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Abstract 

The study of investment theory plays an extremely important role in real-life 
investment activities and is the theoretical basis for determining how investors 
invest. The traditional investment theory is mainly the portfolio theory pro-
posed by Markowitz. The core investment model is the expectation-variance 
model. However, the traditional expectation variance model does not com-
pletely measure the risk. This paper focuses on the concept of entropy in the 
original physics and information theory, and studies the rationality of the 
method of measuring the risk in the financial investment field with entropy 
and the advantages of other metrics such as the classical variance method. 
Based on Markowitz’s portfolio theory, the expectation-variance model is op-
timized, the entropy is used to measure the risk of income, and the entropy 
model is established to select a more effective portfolio than the expecta-
tion-variance model. This paper not only studies from the theoretical aspect, 
but also collects the actual securities data, through the calculation of the ac-
tual data, and uses MATLAB to simulate its effective boundary, test the theory 
and the effect of the obtained optimization model to verify the validity of the 
model, so that the entropy model can apply to actual investment activities. 
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1. Introduction 

Financial investment is closely related to people’s daily life. Broadly speaking, 
many daily economic activities are included in the scope of investment. Today, 
in addition to traditional bank savings, more and more ordinary people have 
expanded their investment and financial management to areas other than sav-
ings, including securities, funds, collections, etc. Among them, securities in-
vestment is not only an efficient investment channel for ordinary people, but al-
so a kind of business for all enterprises to achieve their business objectives, or 
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pure economic interests, or asset management. In addition, in order to realize 
the value-added preservation of assets, social security funds will also maximize 
the public interest through securities investment. In short, securities investment 
has penetrated into various fields of national life and is closely related to the na-
tional economy. 

However, investment returns are not constant, but are closely related to risk. 
Almost any investment behavior is accompanied by risks. Although some finan-
cial products have high return on investment, they are in fact highly accompa-
nied by investment risk. High returns correspond to high risks, which is the 
general rule of all mature markets. However, it can achieve the expected benefits 
in a complex and volatile financial market, while efficiently avoiding investment 
risks, which is the same for all investment banks. We try to present its own ma-
thematical model for the issue of risk and return, and provide the best invest-
ment plan according to the investor’s own needs. 

Accurate measurement of financial risks has always been the goal of investors 
and securities industry practitioners. It is also a major research topic in the field 
of econometrics. Its methods are constantly proposed, verified, developed and 
improved. In the past ten years, economists have proposed many risk metrics, 
some of which have been tested by countless practices and are playing an irrep-
laceable role in the field of financial investment. On the basis of this, in recent 
years, the emerging entropy method has begun to attract the eyes of economists 
with its unique nature and superior theoretical advantages. The use of entropy to 
measure risk has become an important research growth point in the field of 
econometrics. 

The concept of entropy was first proposed by the German physicist R. Clau-
sius and introduced into the field of thermodynamics [1]. Once the concept was 
proposed, it immediately gained important theoretical status in the field of 
thermodynamics and statistical mechanics and the development of these discip-
lines. It has a profound influence. Entropy indicates the probability of the ther-
mal state of matter in thermodynamics, indicating the uncertainty of the situa-
tion or problem in mathematics, and the ability of the source to send informa-
tion in information theory [2]. But with the concept of entropy introduced into 
finance In the field of risk measurement, the probability of chaos is coincident 
with the probability of risk in the financial investment field. This paper discusses 
the characteristics of the entropy method theoretically. At the same time, using 
the actual securities price data of China’s A-share market, the theoretical results 
are verified, and the practical application effect of the entropy method in the fi-
nancial investment field is comprehensively analyzed. 

Investors can face multiple risks when investing in the securities market. Dif-
ferent investors have different views on risks because of their different utility 
functions. How to conduct risk management in the face of the risk of the securi-
ties market, how to weigh the risks and benefits—to maximize the benefits and 
minimize the risk, this has always been a concern of investors when investing. In 
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1952, Markowitz used the method of probability and statistics to introduce va-
riance as a measure of risk when investing in securities. He created the theory of 
portfolio investment, which became a milestone in the field of financial mathe-
matics. It used mathematical tools to quantify risk for the first time. The study of 
risk has been changed from qualitative research to quantitative research, and the 
concept of risk has become clearer in people’s consciousness. This theory has 
opened up a path of quantitative research in the field of financial research in fi-
nancial mathematics, known as the first financial revolution on Wall Street. 

In 1948, Shannon proposed the concept of information entropy to solve the 
problem of quantitative measurement of information. The word information 
entropy is proposed by Shannon who borrows from thermodynamics. The 
thermal entropy in thermodynamics is a physical quantity that indicates the de-
gree of disorder of the molecular state. Shannon uses the concept of information 
entropy to describe the uncertainty of the source [3]. With the continuous de-
velopment of investment theory, information entropy has gradually entered the 
financial field, and it has been well known and used. Many entropy theories and 
entropy models based on information entropy have been established for invest-
ment activities, which help people invest more efficiently. 

The entropy law is called the first law of the whole science by the scientist’s 
love and embarrassment. On this basis, it is an important theoretical issue to 
study the application of entropy theory in risk-based decision making. Applying 
theory to practice to solve practical problems is the main purpose of our re-
search theory. Therefore, the application of entropy theory in securities invest-
ment decision-making has very important practical significance. 

2. Literature Review 

For investors, the main purpose of their participation in financial activities is to 
obtain high returns. Therefore, investors will invest their own investments in 
high-yielding financial products in order to obtain the maximum expected re-
turn. However, in reality, high returns are often accompanied with high risks. 
And how to balance the inherent contradiction between income and risk has 
become a common goal of investors and researchers. Among them, the combi-
nation of various financial products is a very efficient method, the principle is 
that do not put eggs in a basket to reduce risk by diversifying investment. This 
method is called portfolio investment, and the various financial products are 
portfolios. However, these portfolios are not indiscriminately stacked to obtain 
the desired benefits. Instead, we carefully selected and compared the financial 
products that should be selected and the proportion of investment in each 
product. To help investors get a reasonable investment portfolio, a portfolio 
theory has come into being. 

The problems that the early portfolio theory focused on were to determine the 
appropriate portfolio investment objectives; to determine the reasonable propor-
tion of securities and securities in the portfolio under the identified objectives; to 
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change the portfolio in a timely manner in response to complex changes in the 
financial market; to find out the proportion of each part or the type of securities. 
Therefore, the early theory of portfolio analysis focuses on determining the con-
straints of investors themselves, the investment needs to be determined by in-
vestors, and the recurring income and capital appreciation. The portfolio is to 
meet the objectives of investors, and most of the analysis is qualitative. 

Modern portfolio theory studies the interrelationship between expected re-
turns and risks of securities, discusses how to reduce risks, and maximizes re-
turns [4]. A large number of quantitative analysis methods are used, compared 
to earlier portfolio theory. It is more scientific and rigorous. Modern portfolio 
theory is mainly composed of portfolio theory, capital asset pricing model, APT 
model, efficient market theory and behavioral finance theory. Their develop-
ment has greatly changed the traditional investment management practices that 
relied mainly on basic analysis in the past, making modern investment manage-
ment increasingly oriented towards systematization, scientification, and combi-
nation. 

The pioneer of modern portfolio theory was the first time in the Investment 
Portfolio published by Harry Markowitz, a well-known American economist and 
Nobel laureate in economics, to propose a modern portfolio investment theory 
[5] [6]. His proposed Mean-Variance (MV) portfolio investment model is the 
most influential and widely used portfolio model to date. At the same time, his 
idea of achieving a proper balance between income and risk constitutes is the 
theoretical cornerstone of modern portfolio theory. Sharpe (1964) proposes a 
simplified form of the mean-variance model, i.e. single-index model and index 
model. The results made modern portfolio theory widely used in the field of fi-
nancial securities management. Subsequently, William Sharpe, John Lintner and 
Jan Mossin independently proposed the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) [7] 
[8]. The measurement portfolio performance, securities valuation, decision cap-
ital budgeting, and management of public utility securities have all been widely 
used. Tobin (1969) further extends the portfolio theory to the analysis of all real 
assets and financial assets, forming an Asset Selection Theory [9]. 

After the development of securities investment theory, the research on con-
structing the optimal efficient portfolio of securities has never stopped. The ra-
tional use of reasonable portfolio strategy to reduce investment risk has been 
widely recognized by the academic community. In the theory of portfolio theory, 
China still lags far behind the advanced level of foreign countries, but it has also 
achieved some beneficial results [10]. Zou and Tang (2004) discuss the issue of 
portfolio management of securities, and describe the basic process of portfolio 
management of securities consisting of five key components, namely investment 
policy, investment analysis, asset allocation, portfolio modification and portfolio 
performance [11]. A new risk metric (VaR) is taken into account the potential 
damage hazard of risk and the speculative profitability of risk. According to the 
index, an optimization model of securities portfolio is proposed by Luo (2002). 
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A preliminary discussion on the risk model of portfolio investment is made and 
they theoretically demonstrates the role of portfolio investment in reducing the 
risk of securities investment, and give a best investment in the case of consider-
ing the investor utility function based on risk estimation and control [12]. Zhan 
et al. (2006) use data envelopment technology (DEA) to select the securities con-
struction investment portfolio of listed companies, and constructed three in-
vestment portfolios plus market combinations according to the popular stock 
selection method [13]. Wang and Ye (2007) apply a new intelligent algo-
rithm-particle swarm optimization and The algorithm solves the problem of 
constrained optimal portfolio, and discusses the relationship between the quality 
of the optimal solution. In this paper, some suggestions for parameter selection 
are given [14]. The probability distribution is optimized by a certain method to 
make investment. The decision-making strategy can be continuously updated, 
and the investment behavior at each stage of the investment process is guaran-
teed to improve the final investment effect. Zhou (2010) uses the entropy weight 
assignment method to obtain the objective weights of each index of the evalua-
tion system, and then combined the corresponding subjective factors to obtain 
the comprehensive weight of the system to reflect the combination of subjective 
and objective ideas, making the evaluation system more scientific and reasonable 
[15]. Li (2003) analyzes the defect of the model using variance to measure risk 
based on the research of Markowitz’s portfolio model of securities, and then uses 
entropy as a measure of risk to improve Markowitz (Markowitz) portfolio model 
[16]. 

In this paper, we first study the measurement method of financial risk and the 
portfolio optimization model obtained by risk measurement method. Among 
them, we introduce the concept of entropy in the original physics and informa-
tion theory, and study the use of entropy to measure the risk in the financial in-
vestment field. At the same time, the risk of securities is measured based on the 
entropy method, and the portfolio optimization model is established. For the 
above aspects, this paper not only studies the theory, but also collects the actual 
securities data to test the theory and the effect of the optimized model from 
practice. In addition, the resulting method and mathematical model are used to 
calculate the specific portfolio optimization problem to get the best investment 
plan. 

The organization of this paper is as follows: The first chapter of this paper 
mainly introduces the background of the topic, including the theoretical back-
ground and the realistic background. The second chapter summarizes the re-
searches of other scholars on portfolio theory and entropy theory, and then 
draws the research content of this paper. The third chapter mainly introduces 
the Markowitz mean-variance model. The fourth chapter focuses on the entropy 
theory and establishes the entropy model. The fifth chapter conducts an empiri-
cal analysis to verify the validity of the entropy model. The sixth chapter sum-
marizes the full text and points out the shortcomings of this paper. 
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3. Markowitz Mean-Variance Portfolio Model 

3.1. Main Content of the Model 

Suppose there are two random variables X and Y and we use ( )R X  and ( )R Y  
to represent the risk metrics for X and Y, respectively. Use X Y≥  to mean "X 
has a greater risk than Y". A risk metric R satisfies ( ) ( )X Y R X R Y≥ ⇔ < . The 
simplest measure of risk is variance, i.e.: 

( ) ( ) ( )2
R X Var X E X X = = −  

                 (1) 

where X  represents the expected value and E represents the Operation of the 
expectation. 

In the field of financial investment, Markowitz proposed the mean-variance 
model by using variance as a risk measure. Suppose a portfolio of securities has 
n securities with yields of 1 2, , , nr r r , An important issue for investors is how to 
assign an appropriate weight ( , 1, 2, ,ix i n=  ) to each type of securities, so that 
investors can achieve higher-return and lower-risk investment targets. Expecta-
tion value vector R reflects the expected rate of return for various securities. Va-
riance iσ  reflects the risk of the ith securities. Coordination ijσ  reflects the cor-
relation coefficient between the ith securities and the jth securities ( , 1, 2, ,i j n=  ). 
Then, the expected rate of return on the portfolio is: 

1

n

i i
i

E x R
=

= ∑                           (2) 

The risk (variance) of portfolios is: 

2

1 1

n n

i j ij
i j

x xσ σ
= =

= ∑∑                        (3) 

The model is built as follows: 

1 1
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= =
∑∑                         (4) 
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=

=

 =



= ≥ =

 ≥



∑
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 (5) 

3.2. Premise Assumption 

The establishment of the portfolio risk-return model is based on the following 
assumptions: 

1) The securities market is effective. That is, investors know, or they can be 
known about the changes in the risks and benefits of each type of securities in 
the securities market and the factors they produce. 

2) Investors are evasive of risk. That is to say, they do not like the risk. If they 
are exposed to greater risks, they must obtain higher expected returns to com-
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pensate. In two other securities portfolios with identical conditions, they will 
choose the one with less risk. The risk is measured by measuring the degree of 
fluctuation in the rate of return (represented by the statistical standard deviation). 

3) Investors are not satisfied with the return. That is to say, their preference 
for higher yields outweighs the preference for lower yields. In two other portfo-
lios with identical conditions, investors choose the one with the higher expected 
rate of return. 

4) All investment decisions are made based on the expected return on invest-
ment and the standard deviation of expected returns. This requires that the re-
turn on investment and its standard deviation can be calculated by calculation. 

5) The returns between each type of security are related, that is, the correla-
tion coefficient between any two securities can be known by calculation, so that 
the portfolio with the least risk can be found. 

6) Securities investment is infinitely divisible. That is, a risky security can join 
or exit a portfolio of securities in any number. 

7) In each portfolio, investors always attempt to maximize the portfolio’s re-
turn while minimizing portfolio risk. Therefore, at a given level of risk, investors 
want to get the most benefit; at a given level of return, investors want to minim-
ize the risk of investment. 

8) The higher the investment return, the greater the investment risk; the lower 
the investment return, the smaller the investment risk. 

9) The task of the investor is to determine the effective set (also known as the 
effective boundary) of the portfolio of securities that meet the above criteria. 
Each element in the effective set is the portfolio of securities that yield the most 
at a certain risk level. 

3.3. The Limitation of Mean-Variance Investment Model 

Makowitz’s portfolio theory not only provides a theoretical basis for 
diversification, but also provides an analytical framework for how to effectively 
diversify. However, in practice, the Markowitz model also has certain limitations 
and difficulties. First, the basic inputs required for the Markowitz model include 
the expected yield of the security, the variance, and the covariance between the 
two securities. When the number of securities is large, the estimator required for 
basic input is very large, which limits the use of Markowitz. Therefore, the Mar-
kowitz model is currently used primarily for optimal decision making in asset 
allocation. Second, the unreliability of the solution caused by data errors. The 
Markowitz model needs to take the expected yield of the security, the expected 
standard deviation, and the expected correlation coefficient between the securi-
ties as the basic data. If these data do not have an estimation error, the Marko-
witz model can guarantee an effective portfolio of securities. However, since the 
expected data is unknown and needs to be statistically estimated, there is no er-
ror in the data. This inaccuracy in data input due to statistical estimates can re-
sult in an over-investment in some asset classes and a low investment in other 
asset classes. Third, the instability of the solution. Another application problem 
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of the Markowitz model is that small changes in the input data can lead to large 
changes in asset weights. The instability of the solution limits the application of 
the Markowitz model to the actual formulation of asset allocation policies. If the 
input data is re-estimated based on the quarter, the Markovitz model will get a 
new solution to the weight of the assets, and the weight of the new assets may be 
significantly different from the weight of the previous quarter. This means that 
the portfolio must be heavily adjusted, and frequent adjustments can create dis-
trust of the Markowitz model. Forth, the high cost of reconfiguration. Adjust-
ments in the proportion of assets will result in an increase in unnecessary trans-
action costs. The adjustment of the proportion of assets will have many adverse 
effects, so the correct policy may be to maintain the status quo rather than op-
timize. 

4. Entropy Theory and Entropy Model 

4.1. Entropy 

Information is a very abstract concept. People often say that there is a lot of 
information, or less information, but it is difficult to tell how much information 
there is. It was not until 1948 that Claude Elwood Shannon proposed the con-
cept of information entropy to solve the problem of quantitative measurement of 
information. The word information entropy is Claude Elwood Shannon bor-
rowed from thermodynamics [17]. The thermal entropy in thermodynamics is a 
physical quantity that indicates the degree of disorder of the molecular state. 
Shannon uses the concept of information entropy to describe the uncertainty of 
the source. The father of information theory, Claude Elwood Shannon, first ex-
plained the relationship between probability and information redundancy in 
mathematical language. 

In general, what symbol is sent by a source is undefined, and it can be meas-
ured by its probability of occurrence. The probability is large, there are many 
opportunities, and the uncertainty is small; on the contrary, it is big [18]. The 
uncertainty function f is a monotonically decreasing function of the probability 
P; the uncertainty generated by two independent symbols should be equal to the 
sum of the respective uncertainties, i.e. ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 1 2,f P P f P f P= + , This is called 
additivity. The function f that satisfies both of these conditions is a logarithmic 
function, namely: 

( ) ( )1log logf P f P
P

= = −                     (6) 

In the source, it is not the uncertainty of the occurrence of a single symbol, 
but the average uncertainty of all possible occurrences of this source. If the 
source symbol has n values: 1, , , ,i nU U U  , the corresponding probability is: 

1, , , ,i nP P P  , and the appearance of the various symbols is independent of 
each other. At this time, the average uncertainty of the source should be the sta-
tistical mean (E) of the single symbol uncertainty −logPi, which can be called in-
formation entropy, i.e.:  
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( ) [ ]
1

log log
n

i i i
i

H U E P P P
=

= − = −∑
                

 (7) 

In the formula, the logarithm generally takes 2 as the base and the unit is the 
bit. However, other logarithmic bases can be taken, and other corresponding 
units can be used, and they can be converted by the formula for changing the 
base. 

The simplest single-symbol source takes only two elements, 0 and 1, that is, a 
binary source with a probability of P and Q = 1 − P. The information entropy of 
a discrete source has: 

1) Non-negative, that is, the amount of information obtained by receiving a 
source symbol should be positive, H (U) ≥ 0. 

2) Symmetry, the curve is symmetric to the line P = 0.5. 
3) Deterministic, H (1, 0) = 0, that is, P = 0 or P = 1 is already a determined 

state, and the amount of information obtained is zero. 
4) Extreme value, when P = 0.5, H (U) is the largest; and H (U) is the convex 

function of P. 
Figure 1 shows the entropy function of a binary source. For continuous sources, 

Shannon gives a continuous entropy that is similar in form to a discrete source. 
Although continuous entropy HC (U) is still additive, it has no non-negative in-
formation and is different from discrete sources. HC (U) does not represent the 
amount of information of a continuous source. The continuous source value is 
infinite, the amount of information is infinite, and HC (U) is a finite relative 
value, also known as relative entropy. However, when the difference between the 
two entropies is mutual information, it is still non-negative. This is similar to the 
definition of potential energy in mechanics. 

4.2. Establishment of Entropy Model 

For a canonical decision analysis model consisting of state space { }θΘ = , ac-
tion space { }A α= , and return function ( ),X X α θ=  defined on A×Θ , a 
decision problem is denoted as ( ), ,G A X= Θ . When the state space contains 
only a limited number of action plans, the action space is assumed to be: 

( )1 2, , , nA a a a=                         (8) 

For action ( )1,2, ,i A i nα ∈ =  , there are m θ  states corresponding to action 

 

 

Figure 1. Entropy function of binary source. 
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iα , and the state space is: 

( )1 2, , , mθ θ θΘ =                         (9) 

( )
1

1, 0 1,2, ,
m

ij ij
j

P P j m
=

= ≥ =∑ 

                
 (10) 

The corresponding state θ  distribution is { }ijP . Where { }ij j iP P θ θ α α= = =  
is the probability that state jθ  occurs when action iα  is taken. 

( ) ( ), 1, 2, ,i j ijX X x i nα θ= = =   is the return function of state jθ  when 
action iα  is taken. Then X can be expressed as a return matrix, namely: 

1 2

11 12 1 1

21 22 2 2

1 2

m

m

m

n n nm n

x x x
X x x x

x x x

θ θ θ
α
α

α

 
 =  
 
 
 







   



                (11) 

For the above discrete risk decision model, the uncertainty of iα  is meas-
ured by the θ  entropy corresponding to iα , i.e.: 

( )
1

ln
j

m

ij ij
j

H p pα θ
=

= −∑                     (12) 

When θ  is a continuous random variable, it is assumed that the distribution 
density function of state θ  corresponding to risk action iα  is ( )ip x , and the 
entropy is: 

( ) ( ) ( )ln d
j i iH p x p x xα θ

∞

−∞

= −   ∫                 (13) 

Suppose an investor chooses n securities for investment. The yield of the ith 
securities is ix , and the expected rate of return is: 

( )( )1,2, ,i iju E x i n= =                      (14) 

( )
1

1 ij

i

m p
ij

j
y xα

=

= +∏
                     

 (15) 

where 
i

yα  is the geometric mean of ir , then the logarithmic expected yield of 

iα  is: 

( ) ( )
1

ln ln 1 ln 1 , 1
i

m

ij ij ij ij
j

y p x E x xα
=

 = + = + > − ∑           (16) 

When 1ijx ≤ −  B, the risk of the action plan iα  is infinite. 
Definition 1 For a given risk-based decision problem ( ), ,G A U= Θ , risk ac-

tion Aα ∈ , when there are at least two action plans in action space A, the loga-
rithmic expectation entropy judgment function defining action plan α  is: 

( ) ( ) ( )ln 1i ij iR E x Hα α = +                   (17) 

When ( ) ( )m jR Rα α< , it means that action mα  is inferior to jα . 
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5. Empirical Results 

5.1. Feasible Set and Efficient Set 

The expected rate of return and standard deviation of all possible portfolios are 
plotted on the expected rate of return-standard deviation coordinate plane, as 
shown in the following Figure 2. The closed curve and its inner region represent 
a feasible set, and each point on or within the boundary represents a portfolio. 

Figure 2 is a feasible set. The abscissa represents the standard deviation and 
the ordinate represents the expected return. In general, the shape of the feasible 
set is like an umbrella shape, as shown by the area surrounded by A, N, B, and H 
in the figure. In real life, the characteristics of various securities vary widely. 
Thus the location of the feasible set may be higher or lower, fatter or thinner 
than the left or left in the figure, but most of their basic shape. 

Efficient set, also known as The Efficient Frontier, the efficient frontier effi-
cient set was originally developed by Markowitz as a method of asset portfolio 
selection. The degree of risk is expressed by the corresponding variance (or 
standard deviation). For rational investors, they all hate risk and prefer income. 
For the same level of risk, they will choose the combination that will provide the 
maximum expected rate of return; for the same expected rate of return, they will 
choose the combination with the least risk. The set of portfolios that can satisfy 
both of these conditions is the Efficient set, also known as the Efficient Frontier. 
The combination on the efficient boundary is called the Efficient Portfolio. 

5.2. Data 

This paper selects 30 sample stocks in the Shanghai Stock Exchange. These 30 
stocks are selected from some types such as industry, commerce, real estate, 
finance, and general, and are all well-represented and representative. 

The selected stocks are: Handan Iron and Steel, Qilu Petrochemical, Shanghai 
Airport, Minmetals Development, Gezhouba, Jiangnan Heavy Industry, Tsing-
hua Tongfang, Guangzhou Holding, Shanghai Automotive, Eastern Airlines, 
First Department Store, Shenergy, Raw Water, Aijian, Lujiazui, Shanghai Petro-
chemical, Qingdao Haier, Yipai Qujiu, Neusoft, Lubei Chemical, Suzhou Gaoxin,  

 

 

Figure 2. Feasible set. 
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ST Eastcom, Oriental Group, North China Pharmaceutical, Sichuan Changhong, 
Chunlan, Tonghua Dongbao, Meiyan, SDIC Yili shares. And the selected Stock 
codes are denoted as S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6, S7, S8, S9, S10, S11, S12, S13, S14, S15, S16, S17, 
S18, S19, S20, S21, S22, S23, S24, S25, S26, S27, S28, S29, S30. Use the Csmar database to col-
lect the daily yield series of these 30 stocks from May 21, 2015 to May 21, 2012. 
Because the volatility of the stock market is relatively small during this time, the 
empirical results will be more stable. Since China’s stock market has imple-
mented the price limit system since December 26, 1996, the stocks have risen 
and fallen between −10% and 10% since December 26, 1996. Even if there is 
dividend distribution, the general stock day-yield is also between −15% and 15%, 
so the daily return of the stock is distributed in the interval [−0.15, 0.15], and the 
interval [−0.15, 0.15] is divided into 20 inter−cells: [−0.15, −0.09 ], [−0,09, 
−0.08], [−0.08, −0.07], [−0.07, −0.06], [−0.06, −0.05], [−0.05, −0.04], [−0.04, 
−0.03], [−0.03, −0.02], [−0.02, −0.01], [−0.01, 0], [0, 0.01], [0.0l, 0.02], [0.02, 
0.03], [0.03, 0.04], [0.04, 0.05], [0.05, 0.06], [0.06, 0.07], [0.07, 0.08], [0.08, 0.09], 
and [0.09, 0.15]. Set the probability that the daily stock iS  return falls within 
the interval approximation ijρ  substitution probability ijp , so that the distri-
bution rate of the 30 stock returns can be calculated, and the expected return 
( )iE S  and logarithmic expectation-entropy judgment function are calculated. 

( ) ( ) ( )ln 1i ij iR E x Hα α = +                   (18) 

According to the logarithmic expectation-entropy judgment function, the five 
stock codes selected are S1, S11, S12, S13, S28 shown in Table 1. According to the 
yield of the five stocks and the mean-variance model of the portfolio, the five 
optimal combinations are calculated without being short selling. The results are 
shown in Table 2. Similarly, the five valid combinations of the least variance and 
the largest mean among the 30 stocks can be obtained. The results are shown in 
Table 3. 

 
Table 1. The top 5 stocks of logarithmic expectation-Entropy judgment function in 30 
stocks of SSE. 

Stock code S1 S11 S12 S13 S28 

( )( )210iR S −×
 

0.0544 0.0695 0.0638 0.0707 0.0487 

 
Table 2. Entropy model and the risks and benefits of an efficient combination of 30 
stocks. 

Entropy model Efficient combination of 30 stocks 

Risks × 10−2 Benefits (%) Risks × 10−2 Benefits (%) 

1.5000 9.012 1.5000 9.124 

1.6000 9.1813 1.6000 9.212 

1.8000 9.802 1.8000 9.841 

2.0000 10.202 2.0000 10.205 

2.4000 10.783 2.4000 10.782 
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5.3. Feasible Set 

Through MATLAB calculation, we can draw the feasible set of five stocks se-
lected by the entropy model and the five stocks with the largest mean and the 
smallest variance. Figure 3 shows that there are feasible sets of 30 stocks, each of 
which represents the expected return under certain risks. Figure 4 shows the 
feasible set corresponding to the entropy model. Figure 5 represents the feasible 
set of the maximum five stocks. Figure 6 represents the feasible set of five stocks 
with the smallest variance, as shown in the following Figures 3-10: 

5.4. Efficient Set 

The efficient boundaries of the portfolio are obtained from the efficient set of 
each portfolio can be obtained by a valid combination of the following two con-
ditions: 1) expected benefits are greatest when the risks are the same; 2) with the 
same expected return, the risk is minimal. 

Therefore, by comparing the efficient boundaries of each portfolio to deter-
mine the risk and return of the portfolio, and we can determine which model is 
better. In addition, we use MATLAB to fit the upper boundary of the feasible  

 
Table 3. Risks and benefits of the combination efficient stocks. 

Efficient combinations  
of the 5 smallest variance stocks 

Efficient combinations  
of the 5 largest benefits stocks 

Risks × 10−2 Benefits (%) Risks × 10−2 Benefits (%) 

1.2632 5.299 1.7020 9.370 

1.3192 6.434 1.9008 10.17 

1.4467 6.615 2.1174 10.32 

1.5400 6.850 2.2542 10.60 

1.6870 6.996 2.4468 10.85 

 

 
Figure 3. Feasible set of 30 stocks. 
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Figure 4. Feasible set of entropy model. 
 

 

Figure 5. Feasible set of mean maximum. 
 

 
Figure 6. Feasible set of variance minimum. 
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Notes: the blue line is a valid combination of 5 stocks and the red line is a valid combination of 30 stocks. 

Figure 7. Valid combination. 
 

 
Notes: the blue line is the efficient combination of 5 stocks in the entropy model, and the yellow line 
is the efficient combination of the 5 stocks with the smallest variance 

Figure 8. Feasible set of the entropy model with the minimum variance of five stocks. 
 

domain and draw the efficient boundaries of the various efficient combinations. 

5.5. Discussion 

As can be seen from Figure 7, when the expected return demanded by the in-
vestor reaches a certain level, the efficient frontier of the five stock combinations 
selected by the logarithmic expectation-entropy judgment function can already 
fit well. The efficient frontier of the sample stock portfolio allows investors to 
reduce the types of stock investments and reduce the management costs of stock 
investments. Furthermore, by comparing the efficient boundary of the entropy 
model with the efficient boundary of the minimum five stocks in Figure 8, it can  
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Notes: the blue line is the efficient combination of 5 stocks in the entropy model, and the green line 
is the efficient combination of the 5 stocks with the smallest variance 

Figure 9. Efficient combination of the entropy model with the smallest variance. 
 

 
Figure 10. Efficient boundary map. 

 
be concluded that the entropy model has the greatest benefit when the risk is the 
same; in the case of the same benefit, The entropy model has the lowest portfolio 
risk. On the other hand, the efficient boundary corresponding to the entropy 
model and the efficient boundary of the maximum five stocks in Figure 9 can be 
obtained. We can find that the investment portfolio of the entropy model is 
more flexible, the income in the low-risk phase is significantly higher than the 
average of the five stocks, and the efficient combination is high. 

In summary, the efficient combination of stocks selected by the entropy model 
can be better to the mean or variance model in many aspects. First, in the case of 
the same risk, the expected return is the largest. Second, with the same expected 
return, the risk is minimal. Third, it is more adaptable and can make investment 
choices in a larger risk interval. Lastly, approximate fitting with the efficient 
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boundaries of all stocks can be used to select stocks for efficient investment. 

6. Conclusions and Future Work 

The risk of the securities market is unpredictable. When investors invest, they 
face many unpredictable factors. Therefore, the measurement of securities in-
vestment risk and the optimization of models have become an extremely rich 
research field. This paper studies the introduction of the principle of entropy 
into the measurement of securities investment risk. First, the mean-variance 
model in the traditional portfolio theory is studied in detail, the shortcomings 
are pointed out and the optimization method is given. Second, the entropy mod-
el is optimized in detail for the optimization of the mean-variance model. Com-
bining the basic elements of the two portfolios of income and risk, a new entropy 
model is established to optimize the combination selection. Third, combining 
the above work and ideas, this paper completes the entropy model coding based 
on the mean variance model with Matlab. 

With the deepening of people’s understanding of the nature of investment 
risk, it is felt that there are still many problems to be studied in this field. The 
new risk measurement method and portfolio optimization model should keep 
appearing. Due to the problem of time and energy, there is still a lot of work that 
can be done in the future, and there are certain deficiencies in the work done. 
First, for the entropy-based single index portfolio model proposed in this paper, 
it is necessary to carry out strict mathematical proof and derivation. Second, it is 
necessary to apply the entropy-based single-index portfolio model to the securi-
ties market. Programmatically, to make a system that can be human-computer 
interaction, it can be better put into practical application, convenient for large 
investment. Third, since the value of entropy is not affected by the value of ran-
dom variables and the value of entropy is only related to the probability distribu-
tion itself, entropy is a measure of uncertainty. If entropy is used as a measure of 
risk, it has no mean and expectation utility relationship. Therefore, the use of 
entropy as a measure of risk does not achieve the goal of comprehensively de-
scribing risk. How to combine the subjective and objective reflections of invest-
ment risks on the basis of the newly established model is a problem that needs to 
be further solved. Forth, in the analysis process, taxation and transaction costs 
are not considered. 
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